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By Robert Jaxx

Waterstone Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 238 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.The
affluent community of Chestnut Hills is rocked when two savage rapes stir horrid memories of a
similar, unsolved attack that lead to the victims suicide ten years earlier. When a routine traffic stop
leads to the arrest of Sonny Marx, a wily conman with a trunk full of incriminating evidence,
contentious brothers, Andrewand Ethan Rivers, square off in court. Andrew, the dogmatic
prosecutor who will stop at nothing to cut his brother to shredsEthan, the prominent criminal
defense attorney who will use every unscrupulous tactic to counter. Before the trial begins,
however, their father dies unexpectedly, uniting the brothers against their estranged and vindictive
mother, who, along with her well-oiled attorney boyfriend, seeks control of his sizeable estate.
Nevertheless, the legal world grinds onward, and while Andrew links Sonny Marxs seedy life to a
masochistic sex dungeon for the citys well-connected, Ethan faces off with reputed mob boss,
Anthony Ricci, a vengeful father on the hunt for one of Ethans renegade clients. Yet, and
unbeknownst to the brothers, the more the legal world grinds onward, the closer they come to
unlocking a devastating secreta secret one brother...
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Comprehensive guide for ebook fanatics. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. Its been designed in an exceptionally simple way and is
particularly only following i finished reading this ebook through which really changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Fr eder ique McClur e-- Fr eder ique McClur e

This is basically the very best publication i actually have go through until now. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication
from my i and dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- B r ya na  K locko III--  B r ya na  K locko III
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